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0. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, p will be a "xed odd prime and Pm (pr) will be the mod pr Moore
space Sm~1 X
pr
em which is formed by attaching an m-cell to an (m!1)-sphere by a map of
degree a power pr of the prime. If r*2 and m*3 we shall produce a decomposition of the
double-loop space )2Pm(pr) into an in"nite product of other spaces of three types, all of
which are closely related to spheres. Under certain circumstances described below, this
implies that the odd primary components of the homotopy groups of spheres are retracts of
the homotopy groups of Moore spaces.
First of all, recall that in [3] it was proved that there is a homotopy equivalence
S2n‘1MprN])C
=
S
k/0
P4n‘2kn‘3(pr )DP)P2n‘2 (pr ) (0.1)
where S2n‘1MprN is the homotopy theoretic "bre of a map pr :S2n‘1PS2n‘1 of degree pr.
By iteration of the Hilton}Milnor homotopy equivalence
)&X])&C
=
S
k/0
X’k’>DP)& (Xs> ) (0.2)
and the homotopy equivalence Pa‘b (pr)sPa‘b~1(pr)PPa(pr)’Pb (pr) which decomposes
the smash, we see that all we need to produce a product decomposition for all double-loop
spaces )2Pm (pr) is to do it for m odd.
Now recall that in [5] it was proved that there is a homotopy equivalence
„2n‘1MprN])&P(n, pr)P)P2n‘1(pr) (0.3)
where P (n, pr) is some in"nite bouquet of mod pr Moore spaces and „2n‘1MprN sits in
a "bration sequence
)2S2n‘1PS2n~1]%
r‘1
P„2n‘1MprNP)S2n‘1 (0.4)
with
%
r‘1
" =<
k/1
S2pkn~1Mpr‘1N (0.5)
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and where we are now adopting the convention that all spaces are localized at p, a conven-
tion that will be in force throughout this paper.
The connecting morphism L
r
:)2S2n‘1PS2n~1]%
r‘1
in the above "bration sequence
has the following remarkable property [4, 11]. If we project onto the "rst factor of the range
to form the map L
r
: )2S2n‘1PS2n~1, then the composition with the double suspension
&2 : S2n~1P)2S2n‘1 satis"es the following homotopy equalities L
r 3&2"pr and
&2 3 Lr")2 (pr). Let D(n, r) be the homotopy theoretic "bre of the map Lr . If we can show
that the map L
r
factors through inclusion of the "rst factor, )2S2n‘1P
S2n~1PS2n~1]%
r‘1
, then extending the above "bration sequence to the left gives that
)„2n‘1MprN would have the homotopy type of D (n, r)])%
r‘1
and hence there would be a
homotopy equivalence:
D(n, r)])C
=
<
k/1
S2pkn~1Mpr‘1ND])2&P (n, pr)P)2P2n‘1(pr). (0.6)
We conjecture that this factorization of L
r
(and hence the above product decomposition)
is possible for all r*1 and we prove in Section 3 the following:
THEOREM 1. For r*2, L
r
factors as
)2S2n‘1PS2n~1PS2n~1]%
r‘1
and thus for r*2 there is a homotopy equivalence:
D(n, r)])C
=
<
k/1
S2pkn~1Mpr‘1ND])2&P(n, pr)P)2P2n‘1 (pr).
The pr‘1 torsion on the left-hand side of the product decomposition shows that an
analogous equivalence for the single-loop space cannot exist.
We now see immediately that, if r*2 and m*3, then the double-loop space )2Pm (pr)
admits a decomposition into an in"nite product of spaces of the three forms
)S2a‘1MprN, )S2pbc~1Mpr‘1N, D(d, r) (0.7)
and hence the homotopy groups n
*
(Pm (pr )) decompose into an in"nite direct sum of
homotopy groups of the forms
n
*~1
(S2a‘1MprN )"n
*
(S2a‘1 ; Z/prZ),
n
*~1
(S2pbc~1Mpr‘1N )"n
*
(S2pbc~1 ; Z/pr‘1Z)
n
*~2
(D (d, r) ). (0.8)
Results (0.1) and (0.6) may be paraphrased by saying that )P2n‘2(pr) is equivalent to
S2n‘1MprN modulo a factor consisting of the multiplicative extensions of Samelson products
and, if r*2, then )2P2n‘1(pr ) is equivalent to D(n, r) modulo two factors consisting of the
loops on multiplicative extensions of Samelson products and the loops on multiplicative
extensions of a countable collection of certain &&secondary’’ Samelson products associated to
the vanishing of the rth Bockstein modulo p. These statements are made more precise in
(5.12) and (5.15).
It has long been conjectured that )D(np, 1) is the homotopy theoretic "bre C(n) of the
double suspension &2 : S2n~1P)2S2n‘1, a fact which is known for n"1 since D(p, 1) has
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the homotopy type of )2 (S3S3T), the double-loop space of the 3-connected cover of the
3-sphere [4]. The main result of [4] asserts that C(n) is an H-space with a null homotopic
pth power map. It is consistent to conjecture that D(n, r) is a homotopy commutative and
homotopy associative H-space with a null homotopic prth power map. In particular, it
would follow from (0.1) and (0.6) that, in the homotopy groups n
*
(Pm (pr) ), the elements of
order pr‘1 arise only in the summands n
*
(S2pbc~1 ;Z/pr‘1Z). In Section 6, we prove
THEOREM 2. For r*2, the space D(n, r) is a homotopy commutative and homotopy
associative H-space with a null homotopic prth power map and thus, in this case, the homotopy
groups of D(n, r) are annihilated by pr.
The space S2n‘1MprN is the abelianization of )P2n‘2 (pr) in the sense that it is
a homotopy commutative and homotopy associative H-space and any multiplicative map
of )P2n‘2(pr ) into a homotopy commutative and associative H-space factors through
S2n‘1MprN.
Similarly, if P2n (pr)PX is a map with X a homotopy commutative and homotopy
associative H-space, then the loop of the multiplicative extension, )2P2n‘1(pr)P)X,
factors through D(n, r). We will not prove this last statement in detail, but it does follow
easily from the preceding paragraph, a close reading of the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [4], with
a reference to Theorem 3.4 of [11] for the prime 3, and from the identities for the Bocksteins
of relative Samelson products. The most important point is that the appropriate Samelson
products and &&secondary’’ Samelson products vanish under the multiplicative extension of
the map. Unfortunately, a crucial property is not in the literature even though it is true,
namely that, whenever ZP>PX is a "bration sequence of H-maps between homotopy
associative H-spaces with X homotopy commutative, then Samelson products in the
homotopy groups of > can be pulled back to the homotopy groups of Z with the standard
Lie algebra identities being as valid as ever. This can be proved easily using universal
examples and the Hilton}Milnor theorem. A variant of this method could have been used
to give alternative proofs of the identities for relative Samelson products in [10]. Observing
these things would have made easier the proof of the crucial Lemma 4.1 in [4] where an ad
hoc argument was used instead. In any case, we do not use the statements of this paragraph
in this paper.
The principal statement in the above paragraph is a single looping of a weak form of the
universal property conjectured by Anick and Gray [2]. See the last paragraph of this
introduction for a much stronger form proved by Theriault [17].
Let XSkT denote the k-connected cover of X. The fact [4] that )2n (S2n‘1S2n#1T) has
a null homotopic pnth power map shows that, if r*n, there is a homotopy equivalence
)2n‘1(S2n‘1S2n#1T)])2n (S2n‘1S2n#1T)P)2n(S2n‘1MprNS2nT) (0.9)
and (0.1) implies that the above is a retract of )2n‘1(P2n‘2(pr )S2n#1T). We shall see
below that (0.6) implies a sort of desuspension of this result.
It is not hard to see that D(1, r) has the same homotopy type as (Z/prZ)])2 (S3S3T).
Hence (0.6) implies that, if r*2, the natural map P3(pr)PS3 induces split epimorphisms
on the p-primary components of all homotopy groups (with any coe$cients) above
dimension 3. For example, the objective of [6] was to prove the special case that there exists
an Adams map A :P2p‘1(p)PP3(pr ) and it was shown for all r*1.
More generally, consider the fact that LM
r
"pr~1 3 LM 1 , proved in Section 3, and combine
this with &2 3 LM 1")2(p) and &2 3 p")2 (p) 3&2. It follows that, if r*n, then we have
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a factorization of )2n~2L1
r
into
)2nS2n‘1
)2n~2L1
1&&" )2n~2S2n~1 )2n~4L1 1&&"2 )4LM 1&&")4S5 )2L1 1&&")2S3 L1 1&&"S1
&2&&")2S3 )2&2&&")4S5 )4&2&&"2 )2n~6&2&&")2n~4S2n~3 )2n~4&2&&")2n~2S2n~1
)2n~2(pr~n)&&&")2n~2S2n~1. (0.10)
Thus, if we take universal covers, we get that )2n~2(LM
r
) induces a null map
)2n(S2n‘1S2n#1T)P)2n~2 (S2n~1S2n!1T).
Hence, if r*n, there is a product decomposition of loop spaces of connected covers
)2n~1(S2n~1S2n!1T)])2n(S2n‘1S2n#1T) KP)2n~2(D(n, r)S2n!2T). (0.11)
Furthermore, (0.6) implies that )2n~2(D(n, r)S2n!2T) is a retract of )2n(P2n‘1 (pr )S2nT)
for r*2. Thus, we get
THEOREM 3. If r*n and r*2, the map P2n‘1 (pr )PS2n‘1 induces split epimorphisms on
the p-primary components of all homotopy groups (with any coe.cients) above dimension
2n#1.
This generalizes an earlier result of Langsetmo [8], who has shown that elements of
order pn in n
*
(S2n‘1), which were constructed by Gray [7], lift to elements of order pn in
n
*
(P2n‘1). In our result, the restriction r*2 is probably unnecessary but the restriction
r*n is necessary since (1) it is known that the homotopy groups of S2n‘1 contain elements
of order pn, (2) the map )2P2n‘1(pr )P)2S2n‘1 factors through D(n, r), and (3) the
homotopy groups of D(n, r) are annihilated by pr if r*2.
The paper concludes with the application of the decompositions in (0.1) and (0.6) to the
single suspension theory for odd primary Moore spaces. It turns out that this is intimately
related to the double suspension theory for spheres. In particular, the nonexistence of
elements of mod p Hopf invariant one and of modp Arf invariant one imply the existence of
certain elements in the homotopy groups of odd primary Moore spaces which are not
compositions with Whitehead products but which suspend to zero.
For p*5, some of the results mentioned above admit improvements based on the
methods introduced by Anick [1] and reformulated by Theriault [17]. Maps
LM
r
:)2S2n‘1PS2n~1 with LM
r 3&2"pr and &2 3 LM r")2 (pr) are not known to be unique, so it
is not known that there is just one possible "bre D(n, r). If )2P2n‘1(pr ) maps appropriately
to D(n, r), which is true for all known constructions, then (0.6) immediately implies that
D(n, r) is unique for r*2. With this understanding, we recall that Anick showed that the
spaces D(n, r) are loop spaces )(BD (n, r)) if p*5, a result extended to p*3 by Theriault.
Then Anick and Gray [2] showed that BD(n, r) is an H-space if p*5 and conjectured that it
is homotopy commutative and homotopy associative and sati"es the following universal
property: If P2n(pr)PX is any map with X a homotopy commutative and homotopy
associative H-space, then the map extends uniquely up to homotopy to an H-map
BD(n, r)PX. In his remarkable thesis, Theriault shows that BD (n, r) is an H-space if p*3
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which is homotopy commutative and homotopy associative if p*5. Furthermore,
Theriault shows that the universal property is true for p*3 if one adds the condition that
pr‘i~1 annihilates n
2npi
(X ; Z/pr‘iZ) for all i*1. This has as a corollary that BD(n, r) and
hence D(n, r) have null homotopic prth power maps if p*5. In conclusion, the only reason
for including our results on H-space properties of D(n, r) is that our methods are di!erent,
being a relatively straightforward and brief application of Hilton}Hopf invariants, and that
we get a null homotopic prth power for p*3 and r*2.
1. PRELIMINARY MAPS
The idea of the proof of (0.6) is to consider what happens in the homotopy equivalences
„2n‘1MprN])&P(n, pr )P)P2n‘1 (pr ) (1.1)
and the "bration sequences
)2S2n‘1PS2n~1]%
r‘1
P„2n‘1MprNP)S2n‘1 (1.2)
when r is allowed to vary. More precisely, suppose that 0(s)r and consider the following
map of horizontal co"bration sequences:
(1.3)
We want to understand what, if any, naturality properties the aforementioned
homotopy equivalences and "bration sequences have with respect to the above vertical map
f :P2n‘1(ps)PP2n‘1(pr). To do this, we will need to consider the maps in (1.4)}(1.9) below.
If s)r, we have maps g which are de"ned by the co"bration sequence:
(1.4)
The maps f and g form a co"bration sequence Pm(pr)
fPPm (pr‘s) gPPm(ps) [10, 13].
There are two maps of "bres which are so closely related to f and g that we shall denote
them by the same symbols. They are de"ned by the "bration sequences below:
(1.5)
(1.6)
These maps f and g form a "bration sequence SmMprN
fPSmMpr‘sN gPSmMpsN [13].
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Maps pk :Pm(pr)PPm (pr ) and pk : SmMpsNPSmMpsN are de"ned by the diagrams below:
(1.7)
(1.8)
On Pm (pr ), the map pk is pk times the identity in the coH-space structure and, if m is odd,
then SmMprN, being the "bre of an H-map, is an H-space and on SmMprN, the map pk is the pkth
power of the identity.
Since Sm~1 p
rPSm~1PPm(pr) is a co"bration sequence, there is a canonical map
Sm~1MprNP)Pm (pr). (1.9)
and naturality gives commutative diagrams
(1.10)
(1.11)
Remark. Since the mod pr homotopy groups n
n
(X ; Z/prZ) of a space X are de"ned to
be the pointed homotopy classes [Pn(pr), X], it is not surprising that the maps f and
g should have homotopy theoretic implications. For example, if p is an odd prime, the
groups n
n
(X ;Z/prZ) have exponent pr and it is easy to use this fact together with the maps
induced by g to show that the universal coe$cient sequence
0Pn
n
(X) ?Z/prZPn
n
(X ; Z/prZ)P„or(n
n~1
(X), Z/prZ)P0
is split. On the other hand, the map f can be used to give an easy proof that the Jacobi
identity is valid for Samelson products in mod3r homotopy groups when r*2.
2. NATURALITY PROPERTIES OF PRODUCT DECOMPOSITIONS
If F2n‘1MprN is the homotopy theoretic "bre of the pinch map P2n‘1 (pr)PS2n‘1 in
diagram (1.3), then the third square from the left in diagram (1.3) yields a map of "bration
sequences:
(2.1)
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For r (and for s) we have a homotopy equivalence [3, 11]:
S2n~1]%
r‘1
])&P(n, pr)P)F2n‘1MprN . (2.2)
The homotopy equivalence in (2.2) is constructed by producing maps of each of the three
factors,
S2n~1P)F2n‘1MprN , %
r‘1
P)F2n‘1MprN
and
)&P(n, pr)P)F2n‘1MprN
and by multiplying them together by using the H-space structure of )F2n‘1MprN. Of these
three maps, the "rst and third are relatively straightforward to consider but the second is
more subtle because it involves the choice of an extension. We need to understand the extent
to which the decomposition in (2.2) is compatible with the map f in (2.1). We achieve this for
the three factors of the decomposition in (2.3), (2.10), and (2.15), which combine to give (2.16)
and the modi"ed version (3.5) which is what we actually use in the proof of Theorem 1.
The "rst map k
r
:S2n~1P)F2n‘1MprN represents a generator of the homotopy group
n
2n~1
)F2n‘1MprN and it is easy to see from diagram (1.3) that the loop )f of the map in
diagram (2.1) sends k
s
to pr~sk
r
, that is, the diagram below commutes:
(2.3)
Next, we consider the naturality properties of )&P(n, pr)P)F2n‘1MprN.
The mod pr homology H
*
()P2n‘1(pr ) ; Z/prZ ) is a tensor algebra on two generators,
u
r
of degree 2n!1 and v
r
of degree 2n. The "rst one, u
r
, is the mod pr reduction of the
Hurewicz image of k
r
and the second one, v
r
, is the modpr Hurewicz image of the
suspension map l
r
: P2n(pr)P)P2n‘1(pr). It is obvious that the diagram below commutes:
(2.4)
In [3] the mod pr homologies H
*
()F2n‘1Mpr)N ;Z/prZ) and H
*
()&P(n, pr ) ;Z/prZ) are
shown to be subalgebras of H
*
()P2n‘1(pr) ;Z/prZ) generated by certain Lie brackets of
u
r
and v
r
, in both cases a description which is independent of r and homogeneous in u
r
and
v
r
. In the second case, the algebra is acyclic with respect to the Bockstein di!erential
br associated to the short exact coe$cient sequence Z/prZPZ/p2rPZ/prZ because of the
fact that the generators come in pairs ua and br (ua). If na is the degree of ua , then let
Pna(pr)P)F2n‘1Mpr)N be the relative modpr Samelson product [10] in which k
r
and
l
r
replace u
r
and v
r
in the Lie bracket for ua . Add these maps together to get a map of the
in"nite bouquet
P (n, pr)"S
a
Pna(pr)P)F2n‘1Mpr)N (2.5)
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and make the canonical extension to a multiplicative map
)&P (n, pr )P)F2n‘1Mpr )N . (2.6)
Recall that, in general, given a map f :XP)> into a loop space, the canonical
multiplicative extension fN :)&XP)> is de"ned by using the adjointness of ) and & as
follows:
(2.7)
If f :Pa (pr )P)F2n‘1MprN, g :SaP)F2n‘1MprN and h : Pb(pr )P)P2n‘1(pr ) are maps, then
the relative Samelson products [10] we shall need to consider are of two forms, one being
[h, f ] : Pa‘b(pr)PPb (pr )’Pa(pr)P)F2n‘1Mpr )N
with the "rst map the inclusion in the bouquet decomposition of the smash and the second
map the commutator of h and f and the other being
[h, g] :Pa‘b (pr )PPb(pr )’SaP)F2n‘1Mpr )N
with the "rst map the standard equivalence and the second map the commutator of h and g.
The commutative diagrams
(2.8)
yield formulas like
()f) 3 [ls , [ls ,ks]]"[lr , [lr ,kr]] 3 (pr~sf)
()f) 3 [ks , [ls , ks]]"[kr , [lr ,kr]] 3 (p2(r~s)f) (2.9)
and their evident generalizations to homogeneous sums of monomials of arbitrary length.
The power of pr~s is determined by counting the occurrences of k, of which there must be at
least one.
It is evident from the formulas in (2.9) that there is a commutative diagram
(2.10)
where a is a bouquet of maps of the form pk(r~s)f with k*1.
We now recall from [3, 11] the construction of the map %
r‘1
P)F2n‘1MprN. We shall
derive the weak form of naturality which is expressed in (2.15).
If k
r
:S2n~1P)F2n‘1MprN and l
r
: P2n(pr )P)P2n‘1 (pr ) are as above, let q
k
(r)"the
iterated relative Samelson product
adpk~1(l
r
)(k
r
) : P2pkn~1(pr)P)F2n‘1MprN .
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If pr’3, we have the Bockstein formula bradpk~1(l
r
) (k
r
)"0 where, now, br is the Bockstein
associated to the short exact sequence Z/pZPZ/pr‘1ZPZ/prZ. If pr"3, the map q
k
(1)
can be modi"ed as in [11] to make this Bockstein formula valid. (See 3.5 below.) Combining
this with the co"bration sequence in [10], P2pkn~2(p)PP2pkn~1(pr) fPP2pkn~1(pr‘1), gives
an extension of q
k
(r) to a &&secondary’’ Samelson product q
6 k
(r) :P2pkn~1(pr‘1)P)F2n‘1MprN
and, by multiplicative extension, to a map
)P2pkn (pr‘1)P)F2n‘1MprN . (2.11)
We compose this with the canonical map and get
S2pkn~1Mpr‘1NP)P2pkn (pr‘1)P)F2n‘1MprN . (2.12)
Now multiply maps using the loop multiplication and get the map
%
r‘1
P)F2n‘1MprN . (2.13)
It follows from (2.8) that ()f) 3 qk (s)"qk(r) 3 (pr~sf) and hence we have commutative
diagrams
(2.14)
(2.15)
except that, in the case p"3, we must omit %
s‘1
or %
r‘1
from the diagram whenever s"1
or r"1. This is a result of the need to modify q
k
(1) when p"3.
If we put all of the above together, the result is a commutative diagram
(2.16)
We omit the details of a proof of an analogue of (2.16) which is true for maps induced by
g : P2n‘1(pr)PP2n‘1 (ps ). The result, for which, at the present time, we know of no
applications, is a commutative diagram:
(2.17)
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with c being a bouquet of maps pk(r~s)g with k*0 equal to one less than the number of
occurrences of l
r
in the associated Samelson product. We conjecture that, at least if we
avoid the cases pr"3 and ps"3, then (2.17) and (2.16) can both be strengthened by
substituting %
s‘1
and %
r‘1
for %
s
and %
r
. Note that this would follow if we could
"nd canonical homotopies for bradpk~1(l
r
)(k
r
)K0 which are mutually compatible when
r varies.
3. FACTORIZATION OF THE CONNECTING MORPHISM
Let =2n‘1 (pr) and „2n‘1(pr ) be the respective homotopy theoretic "bres of the maps
&P(n, pr)PF2n‘1MprN and &P(n, pr)PP2n‘1(pr ) which come by taking the adjoint of the
map in (2.5). These maps are bouquets of relative Whitehead products and bouquets of
Whitehead products, respectively. We get from [13] the two commutative diagrams below
in which the rows are all "bration sequences
(3.1)
(3.2)
Thus, =2n‘1(pr) and „2n‘1(pr ) are the respective quotients of )F2n‘1MprN and
)P2n‘1(pr) by the principal action of )&P(n, pr ) and it follows that the homotopy equiva-
lence in (2.2) induces a homotopy equivalence
S2n~1]%
r‘1
P=2n‘1(pr ) . (3.3)
If 0(s)r, it follows from (2.1) and the considerations used to prove (2.10) that f induces
a map of "bration sequences
(3.4)
Furthermore, the following analogue and trivial strengthening of (2.15) is a commutative
diagram:
(3.5)
Unlike (2.15), the diagram above needs no restrictions when p"3 and s"1 or r"1.
This is because of the fact that the Bockstein formula b1ad3k~1(l
1
)(k
1
)"b1q
k
(1)"0 does
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hold upon projection to=2n‘1 (3) and no modi"cation of the projection of q
k
(1) is needed to
construct the extension q
6 k
(1) :P2(3k )n~1(9)P=2n‘1(3) used in the de"nition of the ana-
logue of (2.12). (In fact, the appropriate modi"cation [11] of q
k
(1) in )F2n‘1M3N is to make it
the image of this projection under a section =2n‘1(3)P)F2n‘1M3N. )
The main technical result of [13] is that there exists a map „2n‘1 (pr )P%
r
such that in
the diagram
(3.6)
the bottom row is a "bration and the left most arrow is a product of f maps. (Unfortunately,
the proof of crucial (5.3) in [13] has a serious misstatement. Fortunately, this is corrected by
changing the words &&is null homotopic’’ to &&factors through > (2pkn, pr )’’.) Substituting
S2n~1]%
r‘1
for %
r‘1
in the proof shows (without any other changes) that the map can be
constructed so that in the diagram
(3.7)
the bottom row is the "bration constructed in the natural way from that in (3.6).
Since f 3 f"f it follows that the connecting morphism Lr :)2S2n‘1PS2n~1 in (3.2)
factors as
)2S2n‘1PS2n~1]%
1
1]%f&&"S2n~1]%
r
1]%f&&"S2n~1]%
r‘1
P=2n‘1 (pr ). (3.8)
Since S2a~1MpkN is an H-space with a null homotopic pkth power map [12], it follows
from (3.4), (3.5) and by substituting s"r in (3.8) that, if n is the projection onto S2n~1 and
pr~s is the degree pr~s map on S2n~1, L
r
"f 3 Ls"pr~s 3n 3 Ls whenever 0)s(r. Suppos-
ing r*2 and setting s"1 shows that L
r
factors through S2n~1, which was to be demon-
strated in order to prove Theorem 1.
In general, if n 3 Lr"LM r , then the above together with LM 1 3&2"p and &2 3 LM 1")2 (p)
shows that LM
r
"pr~1 3 LM 1"LM 1 3)2(pr~1).
4. A STRONGER FACTORIZATION
If r!s*s’0, the map a in (2.10) is a null map. Hence, we have a homotopy
commutative diagram with the rows "bration sequences up to homotopy:
(4.1)
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Diagram (4.1) retains its properties if we substitute P for F and „ for=. If we map the
"rst diagram to the second and take homotopy theoretic "bres, we easily see that we have
a commutative diagram of the connecting morphisms in (3.2):
(4.2)
If ps’3, we have commutative diagrams
(4.3)
(4.4)
Now it follows from (3.8) that the connecting morphism L
1 r
: )2S2n‘1P)F2n‘1MprN
factors through S2n~1. Hence, if p’3 and r*2, we can set s"1 to get that L
M r
factors
through S2n~1, but for p"3 we need s*2 and r*4.
Remark: It is not a di$cult exercise to show that (0.6) implies that )L
1 r
:)3S2n‘1P
)2F2n‘1MprN factors through )S2n~1 for p*3 and r*2.
5. HILTON+HOPF SUBGROUPS
Let X and B be spaces with B connected. Let u :B’2’BP)&B be a commutator of
length DuD*1 formed from the natural inclusion & :BP)&B. By a Hilton}Hopf generator
we shall mean any map f :XP)2&B which factors as
XP)2&B’2’B )uN&" )2&B
where uN is the multiplicative extension of u. De"ne the Hilton}Hopf "ltration of the
abelian group [X, )2&B] of homotopy classes,
[X,)2&B]"HH1(X, )2&B).HH2 (X,)2&B).HH3 (X,)2&B).2, (5.1)
by HHi (X,)2&B)"the subgroup &&generated’’ by those Hilton}Hopf generators associated
to commutators of length *i. We allow "nite or countable products of generators
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provided that the length of the associated commutators tends to in"nity. Since B is
connected, this produces well-de"ned maps.
The assertion that in"nite products make sense is exactly the assertion that the natural
map
[X,)2&B]P lim
i?=
[X, )2&B]/HHi(X,)2&B)
is surjective or, equivalently, that the derived functor
lim
i?=
1HHi(X,)2&B)"0.
On the other hand,
[X,)2&B]P lim
i?=
[X,)2&B]/HHi(X, )2&B)
is injective if and only if
lim
i?=
HHi (X,)2&B)"0
a condition which is implied by the nonexistence of phantom maps. Thus, the Hilton}Hopf
"ltration of [X,)2&B] is complete if there are no phantom maps, for example, if HM
*
(B ; Z) is
all torsion of "nite type.
The Hilton}Hopf subgroup HH(X,)2&B)-[X,)2&B] is the second "ltration
HH2 (X,)2&B). It is a geometric analogue of the commutator subgroup.
The "ltration is clearly natural in the sense that, if g : BPC and h :XP> are maps,
then
()2&g) 3HHi (X,)2&B)-HHi (X,)2&C) , HHi (>,)2&B) 3 h-HHi (X,)2&B) . (5.2)
Of course, the Hilton}Hopf subgroups have an intimate connection with the Hilton}
Milnor equivalences [18]:
)&B
1
]2)&B
k
]<
u
)&(Bn
1
’2’Bn DuD)P)& (B1s2sBk) (5.3)
where u runs over the set of basic commutators formed from the maps
&
i
:B
i
P)&(B
1
s2sB
k
). For example, if u"u
1
#u
2
#2#u
k
" a sum of commu-
tators of the same length"i, then the de"nition of a sum and the Hilton}Milnor equiva-
lence make it clear that any composition
f : XP)2&(B’2’B) )uN&" )2&B (5.4)
is an element of HHi (X,)2&B).
Also, if f :&AP&B and g : &AP&B are maps with sum f#g :&AP&B, then
)2( f#g),)2 ( f )| )2(g) modHH ()2&A,)2&B) (5.5)
where | indicates the multiplication in [)2&A,)2&B]. For example, consider the map
k"1#2#1"k times the identity map on Pm (pr ). It follows that, in the group
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[)2Pm (pr), )2Pm (pr )],
)2(k),k modHH()2Pm (pr ), )2Pm(pr ) ) (5.6)
where the second map k : )2Pm(pr )P)2Pm(pr) indicates the kth power of the identity. Since
p is an odd prime in this paper, the map pr : Pm (pr )PPm(pr) is null homotopic and we get
0,prmod HH()2Pm(pr), )2Pm(pr ) ). (5.7)
From now on, suppose that pr’3 so that the Jacobi identity is valid and Samelson
products make the homotopy groups n
*
()X ;Z/prZ) into a graded Lie algebra. Recall that,
if f :Pa(pr)P)X and g :Pb(pr )P)X are maps, then the mod pr Samelson products are
de"ned by composition of the inclusion of the "rst summand of the decomposition of the
smash with the commutator as follows:
[ f, g] : Pa‘b(pr)P(Pa‘b (pr )sPa‘b~1(pr) )K(Pa(pr)’Pb(pr) ) *f,g+&")X . (5.8)
It might seem interesting to de"ne another binary operation M f, gN by using the inclusion of
the second summand:
M f, gN :Pa‘b~1(pr )P(Pa‘b (pr )sPa‘b~1(pr))K(Pa(pr )’Pb(pr) ) *f,g+&" )X . (5.9)
But this gives nothing new since M f, gN"[brf, g]#(!1)a‘1[ f, brg] where br is the Bock-
stein [10]. That is, brf"f 3b where b is the map in the following co"bration sequence:
Pa~1(pr )
fPPa~1(p2r ) gPPa~1(pr ) bPPa (pr ) fPPa(p2r) gPPa(pr ) . (5.10)
Consider the homotopy classes l
r
"& : Pm~1P)Pm(pr ) and k
r
"bl
r
"l
r 3b : Sm~2P
Pm~1(pr )P)Pm (pr ). Let ‚"‚ (l
r
, k
r
)" the free graded Lie algebra generated by l
r
and
k
r
. (Recall that we can form mod pr Samelson products even if one of the homotopy classes
is an integral class. In the preceding paragraph, one of the Moore spaces is replaced by
a sphere and the smash does not decompose. The resulting Samelson products are the same
as those we would get if we replaced k
r
by the Bockstein brl
r
:Pm~2(pr)PSm~2P)Pm (pr). )
Clearly, the descending central series ‚i of ‚ is compatible with the Hilton}Hopf "ltration
in the sense that, if u : Pa(pr )P)Pm (pr) is in ‚i, then maps of the form
XP)2&Pa (pr ) )uNP)2Pm (pr ) are in HHi (X,)2Pm(pr) ). Furthermore, the preceding para-
graph and the Hilton}Milnor theorem show that these form a set of generators for
HHi (X,)2Pm(pr) ). In fact, exactly as in (5.4), it is clear that we need only let u run over a set
of additive generators for ‚i in order to get a set of generators for HHi (X,)2Pm (pr) ). Since
each u &&carries’’ its Bockstein, it is even clear that it is su$cient that u run over a set such
that u and bru form a set of additive generators of ‚i.
The commutator subalgebra [‚,‚] is described in [3]. Being a subalgebra of a free Lie
algebra, it is also free. If m"2n#2 is even, then [‚,‚]"‚[y
k
, z
k
]
k*0
" the free Lie
algebra generator by countably many generators y
k
"adk(k
r
)[l
r
, l
r
] and z
k
"adk(k
r
)[k
r
, l
r
]
with k*0 and bry
k
"2z
k
. If m"2n#1, the description of [‚,‚] which is useful here is as
follows: it is additively a direct sum <=‚(=) where <" the vector space with countable
basis q
k
"q
k
(r)"adpk~1 (l
r
) (k
r
) and p
k
"p
k
(r)"1
2
+pk~1
j/1
p~1( j, pk!1)[adj~1(l
r
) (k
r
),
adpk~j~1(l
r
) (k
r
)] with k*1 and brq
k
"pp
k
and where ‚(=)"‚(ua , brua)a" the free Lie
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algebra generated by a countable set ua and their Bocksteins. If m"2n#2, the maps
y
k
:P4n‘2kn‘2(pr)P)P2n‘2(pr ) add together and multiplicatively extend to form the map
) C
=
S
k/0
P4n‘2kn‘3(pr)DP)P2n‘2(pr) (5.11)
used in (0.1). From this we get immediately that
HH (X,)2P2n‘2(pr) )"the image of
CX,)2C
=
S
k/0
P4n‘2kn‘3(pr)DD in [X,)2P2n‘2 (pr )] (5.12)
via the loop of the map in (0.1).
If m"2n#1, the maps ua add together and multiplicatively extend to form the map
)&P(n, pr)P)P2n‘1(pr)
used in (0.3). Hence, if q
k
: )P2pkn(pr)P)P2n‘1(pr ) and p
k
:)P2pkn~1(pr )P)P2n‘1 (pr ) are
the respective multiplicative extensions, then multiplying maps gives
HH (X,)2P2n‘1(pr) )"the image of
CX,
=
<
k/1
)2P2pkn (pr )]
=
<
k/1
)2P2pkn~1(pr )])2&P(n, pr)D in [X,)2P2n‘1(pr)]. (5.13)
Suppose g is a generator of HHpk(X, )2P2n‘1(pr) ) of the form
XP)2P2pkn (pr ) )qk&" )2P2n‘1(pr ).
It follows from (5.12) and the decomposition in (0.3) that g,g
1
mod HHpk‘1(X,)2P2n‘1(pr))
where g
1
is a generator of the form XP)S2pkn~1MprNP)2P2n‘1(pr). By the completeness
of the "ltration of the Hilton}Hopf subgroups, it follows that we can replace )2P2pkn(pr) by
)S2pkn~1MprN for all k*1 in (5.13).
Consider the commutative diagram below in which the columns are co"bration se-
quences and the upper right-hand square and the lower left-hand square are both pushouts:
(5.14)
In the middle row of (5.14), the composition f 3 g"p which implies that there exists maps
q
k
:P2pkn~1(pr‘1)P)P2n‘1 (pr ) such that q
k 3 f"qk and qk 3b"pk . Since these qk are
merely more precise versions of the secondary Samelson products used in the construction
of the map in (2.13), it follows that, if we replace )2P2pkn(pr ) by )S2pkn~1Mpr‘1N for all k*1
in (5.13), we get an image which is no smaller than the Hilton}Hopf subgroup. Since
)b :)Pa~1(pr )P)Pa(pr‘1) factors into )Pa~1(pr )P)Sa~1PSa~1Mpr‘1NP)Pa (pr‘1),
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we can dispense with the factor <=
k/1
)2P2pkn~1(pr) in (5.13) and we get the result we really
desire:
HH (X, )2P2n‘1(pr) )-the image of [X,)%
r‘1
])2&P(n, pr )] in [X,)2P2n‘1(pr)]
(5.15)
where %
r‘1
"<=
k/1
S2pkn~1Mpr‘1N.
6. H-SPACE PROPERTIES OF THE SPACES D(n, r)
Consider the commutative diagram
(6.1)
in which the rows and columns are all "bration sequences and the left-hand column is
a principal bundle. If r*2, then we have shown in (0.6) that this principal bundle has
a section p. Of course, this section is unique up to the action of the "bre and it follows from
the homotopy commutativity and associativity of )2P2n‘1(pr ) that the formula
x| y"n(sx| sy) de"nes a homotopy commutative and homotopy associative H-space
structure on D(n, r) which is independent of the choice of p and for which n is an H-map. It is
immediate from (5.7) and (5.15) that D(n, r) has a null homotopic prth power map if r*2.
Thus, we have proved Theorem 2.
7. SUSPENSION THEORY FOR ODD PRIMARY MOORE SPACES
In this section, we discuss the implications of the decompositions in (0.1) and (0.6) for the
study of the suspension map & :Pm(pr )P)Pm‘1(pr ) when m*3 and r*2 if p’3 but
r*4 if p"3 . The heart of the matter is expressed in (7.1)}(7.4) below. It is only in (7.1) that
the restriction to r*4 is necessary when p"3. The diagrams (7.2)}(7.4) are valid whenever
r*1, the only di!erence being that the "rst map in (7.3) is not known to be a split
epimorphism unless r*2.
There is a factorization of the map )& :
)P2n‘2 (pr )PS2n‘1MprNPD (n#1, r)P)2P2n‘3(pr ) (7.1)
where the "rst map is projection in decomposition (0.1), the third map is inclusion in the
decomposition (0.6), and the second map is in the top row of the following diagram where
the rows and columns are all "bration sequences:
(7.2)
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There is a factorization of the map )2& :
)2P2n‘1 (pr)PD(n, r)P)2S2n‘1MprNP)3P2n‘2 (pr ) (7.3)
where the "rst map is projection in the decomposition (0.6), the third map is inclusion in the
loop of the decomposition (0.1), and the second map is in the top row of the following
diagram where the rows and columns are all "bration sequences:
(7.4)
By (5.11), the map
)C
=
S
k/0
P4n‘2kn‘3(pr )DP)P2n‘2(pr)
is the multiplicative extension of a bouquet of Samelson products. Thus, the domain is
mapped null homotopically by the multiplicative map )& into the homotopy commutative
H-space )2P2n‘3(pr ) and it follows that )& must factor through projection onto S2n‘1MprN
as in (7.1). It follows from the standard obstruction theory for "brations that the following
map of "bration sequences is unique up to "bre homotopy:
(7.5)
Now, (7.1) is an immediate consequence of Section 4 and diagrams (7.6) and (7.7) below
in which the columns are "bration sequences:
(7.6)
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(7.7)
Diagram (7.2) is a consequence of the expansion of its lower right-hand square [4].
It is clear that & factors as
P2n‘1(pr)PS2n‘1MprNP)P2n‘2 (pr )
and the main diagram of [4] asserts that, in the following, the rows and columns are all
"bration sequences with the left column being the obvious product of maps:
(7.8)
Diagram (7.4) is the result of projecting the connecting morphisms of the "bration
rows of (7.8) onto the "rst factors of the left-hand column of (7.8). It follows that
)2P2n‘1 (pr )P)2S2n‘1MprN factors through projection onto D(n, r) which proves (7.3).
As an example of the use of (7.2), consider a generator a of n
2(n‘1)p~3
(C (n#1))"Z/pZ.
The solution to the mod p Hopf invariant one problem [9, 16] may be interpreted [3] as
saying that the image of a is nonzero under the map C(n#1)PS2n‘1 if n*1 and hence it
follows that there is a nonzero class aN in n
2(n‘1)p~2
(P2n‘2(pr ) ) such that &aN "0 with the
appropriate restrictions on r for (7.1) to be valid.
Similarly, consider a generator a of n
2np~3
(C(n))"Z/pZ. Selick’s reformulation of the
modp Arf invariant one problem [15] is that the image of a is not divisible by p under the
map C (n)PS2n~1 unless there is an element of mod p Arf invariant one in the stable
2n(p!1)!2 stem. If the image of a is not divisible by p, then (7.4), the fact that
&2
*
:n
2np~3
(S2n~1)Pn
2np~3
()2S2n‘1) is surjective, and LM
r 3&2"pr imply that the image
of a is nonzero under the map )C(n)PD(n, r). Hence, it follows that there is a nonzero
class aN in n
2np~2
(P2n‘1(pr) ) such that &aN "0 whenever r*2 so that the "rst map in (7.3) is
split. It an elementary consequence of the factorization of Steenrod operations that there is
no element of mod p Arf invariant one unless n is a power of p, but Ravenel’s solution [14]
tells much more. For p*5, there is no element of mod p Arf invariant one unless n"1 or
n"p.
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